
broadband
Vibration 
Displacement Sensing

There are lots of IOT condition monitoring services 
on the market but few satisfy the data quality 
requirements, which can lead to false alarms.
Symroc generates high quality displacement, 
velocity and acceleration data simultaneously. 

Symroc's Vibration Sensing System

Condition based Monitoring of 

Generators is a key 

operational component to

Maintenance optimizing 
strategy
Manage risks

Widest Bandwidth
and Best Data Quality

Ease of Installation
and Cost Effective

Customize-able Setup

Best performance 
across the widest 
frequency range. 
Can record right down to 
0.001 Hz.

E�cient power use
Compact size
Can be battery, plugged-
in or solar powered
Attached by any method 
desired

Wireless, no cabling for data 
transmission
Integrate easily with multiple 
sensors.
Data transmission through mesh 
network, radio frequency, satellite, 
wi�, LTE, 3G, 4G, 5G or bluetooth.
Triaxial or single component setup

Edge Computing Ready

Data output format compatible 
with most common AI 
platforms, customer devices 
and control systems that 
allows on-site analysis
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Increase productivity
Increase safety
Reduce costs

The low to mid frequency range 
(from <1Hz to up to 1600Hz) is considered critical to 

infrastructure health as excessive vibration in this range 
can lead to structural integrity issues. 
Particularly in the lower frequencies. 

THE WIDEST BROADBAND 
DETECTION FREQUENCY RANGE

BEST DATA QUALITY FOR AI

Symroc Business and Project Management Ltd.

THE HIGHEST DYNAMIC RANGE
IN THE INDUSTRY

THE ONLY 32 BIT BROADBAND 
SENSOR ON THE MARKET



Technical Specifications

product comparison
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By analysing the sensor speci�cations, 
SYMROC has a larger dynamic range than MONT1* 

(190 dB versus 140 dB) and, therefore, has a 
better resolution for identi�cation of small oscillations. 

In conclusion, SYMROC’s sensor showed 
higher resolution data; has a wider bandwidth; and

can identify smaller signals compared to the MONT1 sensor.

Achieved customized outputs for WAJAX rotating machinery include:
1. FFT for X, Y and Z axis. 
2. FFT for Velocity and Acceleration 
3. Alarms on FFT ( both velocity and acceleration ) that Wajax can 

adjust anytime. Green , Yellow and Red alarm. ( Good, Alert , Danger ) 
4. Overall amplitude trend of data collected over time. 
5. Alarms that can be adjusted on Overall trend. Green , Yellow and Red 

alarm. ( Good, Alert , Danger ) 
6. Ability to remotely capture the vibration data in real time or at 

scheduled times.

Case Study: wajax rotating 

machinery condition monitoring

Comparison of the power spectral density (PSD in dB) with the NLNM and NHNM 
of Peterson (1993) for the E-W direction of the horizontal component of signal and 
noise, recorded on stations MONT1 (black and red) and SYMROC (blue and green).

Precursor event recorded on Symroc's sensors and not on MONT1
(see the black arrow). 
From Report Comparison of two broadband sensors MONT1 and 
SYMROC with the reference to November 30, 2018 Mw 4.6 earthquake 
in northeast British Columbia

"

"

* MONT1 sensor is the monitoring station currently used by the Canadian 
Government

)


